Let F be a finite algebraic number field and K a finite normal extension of F with G = Gal (K/F). Let K be the Hubert class field of K and let C κ be the ideal class group of K. By class field theory the fields lying between K and K are in one-one correspondence with the subgroups of C κ . (See [3] or [4] for the class field theory involved.) Let L be the genus field for K/F. As defined by Frδhlich ([1] ), L is the composite of K with the maximal abelian extension of F in K. Galling this maximal abelian extension E, we have f2L = KE 2 if, £7 2 ί 7 and K Π E is the maximal abelian extension of F in K. The subgroup of C κ corresponding to L is the principal genus of G κ . Gauss's definition of the principal genus is based on arithmetic characters. In [2] we showed that when G is abelian the two definitions are equivalent. Here we will show that in fact they are equivalent for any G.
Let C F be the ideal class group of F and let N κ/F : C κ -> C F be the norm map on ideal class groups. Let F be the Hubert class field of F and N C K the kernel of the norm map. Then the subgroup N C K of C κ corresponds to the extension KF of K. Clearly L 2 KF and, letting H denote the principal genus of C κ , we see that N C K 2 H.
We now proceed to describe the characters in Gauss's definition. Let P 19 , P t be the primes of K, finite or infinite, ramified in K/F. For each i choose a prime P t in K such that P t Π K = P t . This allows a consistent choice of primes in each subfield k by P kΛ = Pi n k. And we will denote the completed localization of k at P kti by lc t . In particular we have the chain JK^ 2 £* 2 K u E t 2 Ft of local fields. For an ideal 2t of a field k let [SI] denote the ideal class of St. Now let Si be an ideal of K such that [Si] 
, X t (a)). Let J7^ denote the units of F f P F the principal ideals of F, and S = X( U F ). Then X induces a homomorphism which we'll also denote by X:
and every global norm is a local norm everywhere. It follows that Z: Moreover p may be chosen so that X t (p) = 1, i = 1, -t, since | 0 times any unit of F generates p and [P] e Ker (/) implies X(p) = X(ε) for some ε e U F .
Let Mi be the maximal abelian extension of F t in £*. So K t Π Mi is the maximal abelian extension of F t in K t . Then
The second equality here follows from the fact that N Ki/Fi (Ki) ) Therefore e Gal (MJM, n ^) S Gal
Since P Φ P iy any ί, p is a P r unit for each i. Thus ((MJFJ/p) e Q Gal (ilf,/!^) where Γ is the inertia group of the local extension. So we have 
Now we show that Ker (/) Ξ2 H. Let P be a prime of K of absolute degree 1 with [P] e H. Let N K/F (P) = p = (<o)
, p e F and as above let P ιf i -1, , t be the primes of K ramified in K/F. We may assume also P Φ P i for any i.
. Let m be a divisor of F divisible by high powers of all P t and prime to P. Since E is the maximal abelian extension of F in L and in K the norm limitation theorem implies that The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
Proof of the lemma. Let
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